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Introduction
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Reading instruction is quite possibly the most overlooked discipline in
schools today. Reading instruction does not mean requiring students to
work silently in workbooks or readers but rather, as the term “instruction” implies, an instructor is actually leading students by way of
detailed guidance. It is unfortunate that so many educators today fail to
recognize that the role of the reading teacher is more than just a passive
exercise.

Name __________________________

The purpose of this booklet is to provide parents and teachers with practical and proven teaching strategies so that they can pursue their task in
a comprehensive manner. As previously stated, students need more than
silent reading and an occasional drill sheet. Young people need to be
taught how to get the most out of their reading in terms of pronunciation, comprehension, and vocabulary development. In this regard, the
issues presented in this booklet will not focus upon the mechanics of
how to sound out or decode words through phonics instruction, but
rather, they will concentrate on how youngsters can become more proficient in their reading skills.
The attitude of reading instructors is critical to the success of each pupil.
Whether the instructor is a parent or a classroom teacher, such a person
is largely responsible for instilling into students a desire to read often
and well. This not only means showing enthusiasm in the reading process, but taking the extra effort as a teacher to surround each child with
excellent and uplifting reading materials, including the most important
book of all—the Bible.
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May Almighty God use the following information to better equip parent educators and classroom teachers to be of maximum help to students who need to become better readers.
Michael J. McHugh
Arlington Heights, Illinois, 2001
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Developing
Reading Comprehension

Name ____________________________

INCREASING COMPREHENSION DURING READING
A good reader constantly thinks about what he is reading while he reads.
If an active reader does not comprehend something, he stops and uses
some kind of technique—such as rereading—until he is able to understand. It is important to teach your child techniques that will enable
him to become an active reader.
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The ARK Method
If your child does not understand something when he is reading, he may
use the ARK Method to help him become an active reader. The letters
stand for three helpful techniques:

Ask for help.
Reread.
Keep reading.
1.

Ask for help: A child should use this technique when a passage
is extremely difficult to understand, and an adult may be able to
help clarify.

2.

Reread: A child should use this technique when he realizes that
he may have been reading too quickly, or his mind may have
wandered from the task. Furthermore, rereading simply makes
an unfamiliar passage more familiar, therefore, increasing comprehension. Reading a passage of information a second time is
often a sufficient means of overcoming difficulties of comprehension.

3.

Keep reading: Oftentimes, an unclear word, sentence, or pas-

sage may become clear if the child simply keeps reading. The
unclear portion may be defined, explained, or put into context
in the upcoming text.

You can teach the ARK Method by modeling its three reading techniques using a portion of authentic text.
6
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The Big Picture

Active Predicting

Title of Story ___________________________________

While reading fiction, a good reader often predicts what will happen
next, and then reads to confirm. Teaching a child to actively predict in
this way is simple and straightforward. While a child is reading either
orally or silently, simply stop periodically to ask what he thinks will happen next. You may also discuss what events occurred in the story to help
the child form that prediction. Soon, a child will acquire this “built-in
predicting system” and begin to actively and logically predict and confirm on his own.
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1) The Big Picture: It is important that a child is able to demonstrate understanding of the “big picture” of a story or book. This
means that he comprehends the major elements of the story,
such as setting, characters, conflict, and conflict resolution. An older
student may use the following diagram to help him understand
these elements and visualize the “big picture” of a story or book.
The Big Picture
Title of Story ____________________________
Climax _______________
______________________
______________________
______________________
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Main Characters: _________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

The following ideas may supplement any reading curriculum in the area
of comprehension. These four strategies1 should be used after a story or
book is read.

Setting: _______________
______________________
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Setting: _________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

IMPROVING COMPREHENSION AFTER READING
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Climax ___________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Conclusion: ____________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Main Characters: _______
______________________
______________________

1. See the Appendix, pages 18–25, for reproducible worksheets for these strategies.
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2) A story frame is another strategy that gives a child guidance in
reporting the major elements of a story or book. It provides a
framework for the child to summarize the story. “Story Frame 1”
is a suitable guideline for primary aged children, while “Story
Frame 2” is a suitable one for older children. You may want to
adapt these frames for certain stories.

Appendix:
Reproducible Strategy Worksheets
CONTENTS

Story Frame 1
The story,

THE BIG PICTURE................................................... 18–19

takes place in
The main character is
The problem in the story begins when

STORY FRAMES 1 AND 2................................................ 20
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Then,

FIND, COPY, AND CREATE ............................................ 21

Next,
The problem is solved when

CHARACTER MAPPING ............................................ 22–23
At the end of the story,

COMPARING CHARACTERS...................................... 24–25

Story Frame 2
The story,
takes place in
The main character is
The main conflict occurs when

, by

,
.
.

VOCABULARY WEBS ................................................ 26–27

.
Then,

.
Next,

.
Finally, the conflict is resolved when
.
The story ends
.

8
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3) Character Mapping: Some stories and books place an emphasis
on the transformation of the main character. Therefore, to really
understand and appreciate the story, the child must comprehend the change in the character and the reasons for that
change. The following diagram is a mapping worksheet that can
help a child understand and analyze this transformation.
Character Mapping
Title of Story _________________________________________
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Character: ____________________

three or
four words that
describe this character
at the beginning of the story:
________________________
______________________
__________________
____________

Event #1
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Event #2
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

three or
four words that
describe this character
at the end of the story:
________________________
______________________
__________________
____________

16
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Did
this
character
change for
the better?
_____________

4) Comparing Characters: In some stories and books the two
main characters are very different. Analyzing them by identifying their traits and actions helps a child to get a clear picture of
these characters. The following diagram is a work-sheet that
helps children explore these differences.
Comparing Characters
Title of Story _____________________________

example

Name __________________________

example

example
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Again, to ensure that real understanding is taking place, have
the child explain why he answered as he did.

name of
main
character

quality

example

example

quality

example

example

An excellent follow-up activity
for this strategy is to have the
child write a paragraph about
the main characters using the
information he has mapped
out on the worksheet.

example

4. Using vocabulary words in a short story is a strategy that may be
applied before or after reading a selection—before to ensure
understanding of the vocabulary terms4 or after to solidify understanding of these terms. The vocabulary words from the selection
should be presented in list form, as shown below. The child
would then be asked to write a short story using the words in the
order that they are presented. The ability to use the ordered words
in a sensible story shows that the child has a good understanding
of the terms.
castle
◊
drawbridge
◊
moat
◊
serf
◊
monk
◊
monastery
◊
hermit
4. If you choose to use this strategy prior to reading, an oral story may be sufficient.
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